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I. Background

When Pat Wood and Nora

Brownell were sworn in as com-

missioners of the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission (FERC)

on June 5 and June 12, 2001,

respectively, the California elec-

tricity crisis was into its third

quarter, threatening not just

electricity service but the eco-

nomic well-being of the world’s

sixth-largest economy. They had

to feel enormous satisfaction

when their votes just days later,

on June 19, provided FERC with

majority support for capping

wholesale electricity prices in

California,1 an action that had the

nearly immediate effect of sharply

reducing spot market prices to

levels far below the cap FERC had

set.2 That order, more than any

other of the extraordinary steps

taken by the various government

entities that played roles in trying

to rein in the crisis, brought it to

an end.

G iven its experience with

California—and the con-

trast with success elsewhere—one

cannot fault the Commission for

turning its attention to the effort of

trying to find the rules that would

ensure competition, non-discri-

mination, and transparency in

wholesale electric markets

throughout the country so that a

crisis like that in California could

not recur there or elsewhere. Little

more than a year later, the Notice

of Proposed Rulemaking known
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as Standard Market Design

(SMD) emerged.3 Although it left

many issues open, the proposed

rule attempted to embody all of

the best learning about structur-

ing electricity markets using bid-

based, security-constrained, eco-

nomic dispatch with locational

marginal pricing and financial

hedges against congestion, and

it also tried to address the

longer-term issues of resource

adequacy.

N otwithstanding the worthy

objectives, few would

contend that FERC’s venture into

SMD has been a success—mea-

sured by any yardstick. The

Commission has been forced to

backtrack. All that remains to be

seen is how far back it must

recede. This article looks at what

happened and why; it also con-

siders the potential long-term

adverse consequences on the

functioning of the Commission.

II. The Proposed Rule

The principal features of the

SMD proposal were:

� Adoption of a single

transmission tariff that would

have applied to all transmission

customers—wholesale,

unbundled retail, and bundled

retail;

� Transfer of control over all

utility transmission systems to

an Independent Transmission

Provider;

� Establishment of locational

marginal pricing (LMP) energy

markets and tradable financial

rights (congestion revenue rights,

or CRRs) as a means to fix the

costs of transmission service; and

� Development of procedures

for ensuring long-term resource

adequacy.

In the accompanying press

release, Chairman Wood

explained:4

Our goal is to promote economic
efficiency in electricity for the
benefit of all Americans. Standard
market design and standard
transmission service lets sellers

transact easily across geographic
boundaries, cuts costs to customers,
and improves reliability. We want
solid infrastructure, just and rea-
sonable rates, and balanced market
rules so investors and competitors
see some stability and opportunity
in all aspects of the bulk power
business. These clear rules and
vigilant oversight under a uniform
system will replace the obsolete
patchwork we have today.

III. The State Reaction

Others saw these worthy and

high-minded goals differently.

Many state utility commissioners,

particularly in the Southeast and

Northwest, quickly attacked SMD

as an unwarranted move by FERC

into traditional areas of state

regulation. The hue and cry was

immediate and continued to grow

throughout succeeding months

during which allegations of mar-

ket manipulation, misleading

price reporting, and the with-

holding of gas needed for elec-

tricity generation during the

California electricity crisis became

topics the general public, state

utility commissioners, and mem-

bers of Congress could read about

in the daily newspaper as they

drank their morning coffee.

Some saw these problems as a

justification for the very types of

restructuring FERC was propos-

ing. But the negative backdrop

they created, combined with the

Commission’s recent history of

inaction in California, suggested

to many that FERC was simply

not up to the task of assuming

greater control over the nation’s

electricity systems.

W hile various states argued

that FERC had not shown

that the overall benefits of SMD

adequately supported its costs,

the focus of the state objections

was most clearly on the loss of

control over utility services and

rates and what they saw, perhaps

mistakenly, as their inability to

protect their ratepayers from the

loss of low-cost power and the

exposure of the ratepayers to new

risks, including the possibility of

California-style market chaos.

As proposed, SMD would have

required that all transmission

service, including the transmis-

sion component of bundled retail

service to native load customers,

be provided at rates and under

Few
would contend

that FERC’s
venture into

SMD has been
a success—measured

by any
yardstick.
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terms and conditions established

by FERC. State commissions in

areas of the country that had yet

to implement retail restructuring

saw this as a completely unwar-

ranted power grab by FERC. In

many states, native load custo-

mers are served at fixed or capped

retail rates, with such service

wholly under the authority of the

state commissions. FERC’s

expansion of authority under

SMD would split up this juris-

diction and, states argued, could

result in cost increases for trans-

mission service being passed

through to retail customers with

no oversight from the affected

state commission.

I n particular, state commis-

sions in traditionally low-cost

states viewed SMD as forcing

California-like risks on their tra-

ditional regulated utility model.

States that took a go-slow

approach to retail restructuring

believed that the problems in the

California market proved the

wisdom of the go-slow approach.

Indeed, in aftermath of California,

a number of states stepped

backed from retail choice and the

spinning off of generation from

the regulated entity. But just as

this was going on, FERC intro-

duced its SMD proposal, which

the states perceived—wrongly in

our view—as forcing the disag-

gregation of all affected utilities

and the replacement of traditional

cost-of-service pricing for the

generation component of service

to native load customers with a

market-driven pricing scheme.5

Moreover, states objected that the

creation of congestion revenue

rights would subject native load

to costs of congestion that native

load was not causing. While SMD

proposed that CRRs would be

allocated to native load initially,

in future years they would be

made available to the highest

bidder in CRR auctions.

In most states in the Southeast,

retail restructuring has yet to make

any progress, and most native load

customers have access to relatively

low-cost power from their tradi-

tional regulated utility. These

states viewed SMD as imposing

the potential problems associated

with a restructured electric market

on a system that was working

perfectly fine. In addition, South-

eastern states expressed consider-

able concern that SMD would

result in the export of their low-

cost power to serve customers in

higher-cost states to the north,

again not necessarily the case but

widely believed.

States in the Pacific Northwest

also objected to the one-market-

fits-all SMD approach on the

grounds that LMP-based energy

pricing does not send the right

price signals with respect to the

dispatch of the region’s predomi-

nantly hydro-based generation. In

addition, Northwest interests

argued that SMD was not appro-

priate for the Northwest because

the largest generator and distri-

butor of power in the region, the

Bonneville Power Administration,

is a federal power marketing

agency not directly subject to the

portions of the Federal Power Act

that form the basis for the SMD

proposal.

States also expressed significant

concerns regarding the establish-

ment of Independent Transmis-

sion Providers, who would be

outside of the scope of state reg-

ulatory jurisdiction. Although the

transmission component of service

to native load would remain a cost-

based service, the states would

have no authority to monitor the

ITP’s costs and would have no

ability to limit the passthrough of

such costs in rates. As such, there

would be very limited checks on

the ability of an ITP to spend

money and to ‘‘gold plate’’ its

systems. Similar claims have

already been made on numerous

occasions regarding existing RTOs

such as PJM in the Pennsylvania–

New Jersey–Maryland region.

Many states also reacted

strongly in opposition to the pro-

posal in SMD to take resource

adequacy decisions out of the

hands of the states and hand them

over to the ITPs. FERC’s decision

to act in this area seemed some-

what strange given that the states

continue to control siting of

transmission. Again, states viewed

this as FERC unfairly usurping

a traditional state function

States also
expressed concerns
regarding the
establishment
of ITPs, who would be
outside of the scope of
state regulatory
jurisdiction.
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necessary to ensure continuing

reliability of service to native load.

A s it turned out, the state

commissioners proved

very effective in persuading many

that their concerns deserved more

weight than FERC seemed likely

to give them in the normal rule-

making comment process.

IV. Why Was This Time
Different?

Why, instead of relying on the

usual Commission rulemaking

processes and court review, did

the challenges to SMD take an

overtly political turn? The two

words, ‘‘California’’ and ‘‘Enron’’

provide much of the answer to

that question, but they are not the

whole story.

As discussed above, it was state

commissioners, who had been so

recently traumatized by the evi-

dence that, in a situation like the

California crisis, they might be

powerless to take meaningful

action, who most loudly sounded

the drumbeat against SMD. At

another time, they might have

been seen as simply fighting to

preserve their turf, but now they

could point with some moral

suasion to the fact that FERC for

nearly a year failed to protect

consumers in California and most

of the West.6 The memories of the

worst of the California price spike

had no opportunity to fade

because there was a steady stream

of decisions coming out of FERC

rejecting, or granting in only

limited degree, requests for

refunds and requests to void the

long-term contracts negotiated as

the crisis period was drawing to a

close.7 Moreover, state commis-

sioners were much more inclined

(and better prepared) to seek

political solutions to block SMD

than traditional FERC litigants

would have been.

For purposes of the fate of SMD,

the issue is not whether the FERC

decisions were correct. Rather,

they provided an ongoing

reminder that, having failed to

act decisively to protect California

ratepayers in the crunch, FERC

was providing no meaningful

after-the-fact relief, while it was at

the same time seeking both to

expand its jurisdictional reach and

bestow broad new authority on

RTOs, some of which were yet to

be formed, relegating the state

commissions to an advisory role

on issues state commissioners saw

as crucial to their ability to protect

ratepayers. In the minds of SMD’s

critics, FERC’s arguments about

the need for balanced market

rules, transparency, and conges-

tion management had an academic

and speculative air to them, while

the risks to ratepayers based on the

California experience seemed far

more tangible and dramatic.

Further fueling the anti-SMD

flames was the emergence of the

Enron debacle during the same

period the SMD rule was on the

street for comment. While FERC

sees implementation of SMD as a

means to protect against the kind

of market manipulation that Enron

and its fellow traders are now

accused of, the politicians saw it as

evidence that FERC could not

manage the issues already under

its watch. In that environment, it

did not take much for the oppo-

nents of SMD to persuade mem-

bers of Congress that FERC should

not be allowed to proceed with a

wholesale reconfiguration of elec-

tricity markets.

But the forces that came

together to undo SMD as a man-

datory, one-size-fits-all approach

to regulation of wholesale elec-

tricity markets, were more com-

plicated than California and

Enron can explain. There were

some important signs that FERC

missed as to just how difficult it

would be to implement its pro-

posed version of SMD:

� The same kind of regional

tensions and differences that

sparked the opposition to SMD

had precluded Congress from

making any real progress on

electricity restructuring proposals

that have been floated for almost a

decade.

� In the Northeast, where there

are two strong, functioning ISOs,

FERC’s directive to meld them

into one RTO met with failure.8

� The Midwest ISO, frequently

described as the nation’s first

Why, instead of
relying on the

usual Commission
rulemaking processes

and court review,
did the challenges to

SMD take an overtly
political turn?
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functioning RTO, is running

well behind schedule and well

over budget in achieving full

implementation.

� Bonneville Power Adminis-

tration, whose low-cost power

gives it enviable and consistent

political support, has long

resisted the idea that it can adapt

to FERC’s formula for an RTO.

Without BPA, an RTO for the

Northwest makes little sense.9

� Progress towards forming

RTOs under the terms of Order

2000 was faltering or completely

stalled not only in the Northwest,

but also in the Southeast and

portions of the Midwest. While

other regions were making good

progress, that progress demon-

strated that they did not really

need the SMD rulemaking. In

effect, the only parties primed to

support SMD did not seem to

need it.

I n its own defense, FERC

points out that, before it issued

the SMD proposal, it undertook

an unprecedented level of regio-

nal consultation.10 FERC con-

sulted but, in the end, it did not

recognize the depth of the concern

and the strength of the opposition

that was voiced at those regional

conferences. It plunged forward,

and the result has been neither

pretty, nor promising for FERC’s

ability to move its agenda for

opening up markets and increas-

ing competition.

V. Looking Forward

In its April 28, 2003, White

Paper, FERC has drawn back from

some of the most controversial

elements. In a sort of SMD Lite,

renamed the ‘‘Wholesale Market

Platform,’’ FERC leaves the price

regulation of bundled transmis-

sion with the states; keeps itself

open in theory to non-LMP

mechanisms for congestion man-

agement; establishes the right of

entities with a service obligation

to native load to obtain FTRs to

protect themselves from conges-

tion charges on their firm trans-

mission, removing the auction

requirement; even further

expands the role of market

monitors, and enhances the role of

the states (including taxing users

to pay for the costs of state par-

ticipation) in ISO and RTO activ-

ities.

While the White Paper pre-

serves certain of the critical ideas,

it is clear that progress forward is

likely to be slow and uneven. For

some areas—the Northeast, PJM,

and the Midwest—most of the

debate over SMD has in fact been

largely irrelevant. The regions are

already committed to most of the

design principles and have or are

well on their way to having large

regional functioning markets.

There are complicated issues in

front of these entities, but with

pressure from FERC, they are

already addressing them. These

regions will continue to be the

models, but the extension of the

underlying principles and design

to other regions will be slower

and, as the Northwest already

shows, may take a different and

more evolutionary approach.

T he White Paper maintains

that virtually all utilities have

already joined or have committed

to join an ISO or RTO and suggests

therefore that the requirement of

the Wholesale Market Platform

that all utilities join an ISO or RTO

is not a major step. In fact, the

picture is much more mixed. The

expected merger of the Southwest

Power Pool and MISO has fallen

apart, and efforts to form RTOs in

the Southeast are proceeding at

various paces. For example, the

GridSouth RTO has suspended

implementation activity. Thus,

just achieving this simple objective

will take considerable effort.

FERC, of course, will continue to

have its basket of sticks and carrots

to encourage those changes it

believes desirable.

In some ways the slowdown is

an advantage. There are impor-

tant issues to be worked out such

as the seams issue between PJM

and the Midwest ISO. Getting

those issues right in the Midwest

and the Northeast is important in

itself and can serve as a guide for

further integration. To the extent

that the LMP model is superior

(e.g., correctly allocates costs and

provides the correct signals
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regarding generator location and

generation/transmission trade-

offs) it will eventually command

assent or at least acceptance. The

greater emphasis on cost/benefit

analysis will also be salutary. The

costs of setting up and running

RTOs have been significant, and

while in the early stage of devel-

opment this is understandable,

the governance structure does not

create strong incentives for effi-

ciency. Indeed, because of the

overriding importance attached

to reliability concerns, all incen-

tives for management run the

other way.

C onflicts with the Southeast

have been postponed, but

the issues are still likely to be

joined. If FERC had proceeded

stepwise to achieve SMD without

proclaiming its universal mes-

sage, it would have been in a

much stronger position when the

issue was joined. Now it must

proceed having exposed its poli-

tical vulnerability, which may

require it to make still further

compromises.

VI. A Precautionary
Lesson

FERC in Order 888 set the

course for a fundamental change

in the industry, but in doing so it

chose very carefully to minimize

its exposure on issues where the

opposition was most vigorous,

e.g., preserving existing contracts,

eschewing unbundling. Further,

through step-wise extensions

since Order 888, very consider-

able progress has been made

towards opening markets to

greater competition, especially in

high-cost regions. By abandoning

the measured, step-wise

approach with its SMD proposal,

however, the Commission has

undercut its own ability to act in

the future.

FERC has near-complete

authority within the subjects of

its jurisdiction, today most

notably interstate transmission of

natural gas and electricity and

wholesale sales of electricity.

Over most of its history, FERC has

exercised that jurisdiction in

relative obscurity, and for a

regulatory agency, such obscurity

is a good thing. In FERC’s case,

it has been able to achieve

important changes in energy

markets, moving them incre-

mentally but assuredly toward

greater competition, creating in

the process opportunities for new

participants.

V irtually every significant

regulatory change FERC

has made has been challenged in

the courts, even occasionally up to

the Supreme Court.11 But the

debate was largely confined to the

halls of the Commission and

thereafter to courtrooms. In the

courts, FERC’s authority has quite

consistently been upheld. The

rulings against it have generally

been the result of a failure by the

Commission to adequately

explain or document its conclu-

sions, not the result of findings

that the Commission lacked the

authority it sought to exercise.12

Indeed, in FERC’s last trip to the

Supreme Court, in New York v.

FERC,13 the Supreme Court not

only upheld FERC’s Order 888,

but gave a strong indication the

Commission could have (and in

the view of the three justices,

probably should have) gone

further and asserted jurisdiction

over the transmission portion of

bundled retail sales. Indeed,

FERC’s success in the appeal of

New York v. FERC may have

misled it regarding its real

strength to impose change.

If FERC had been subject to

only a judicial challenge to SMD,

it would have likely experienced a

similar success to that it enjoyed

with respect to Order 888. But this

time, the challenge was a political

one, and FERC has learned that its

authority to act is not the same as

its power to act. This experience

has undoubtedly made the Com-

mission more sensitive to the

political environment in which it

operates and the limitations that

may impose in its policy decisions

moving forward. There may,

however, be another ‘‘lesson’’

which FERC has learned. The

experience with SMD and Cali-

fornia may tempt the Commission

to also look at politics in making
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enforcement and legal decisions.

Should this occur, it could be a

profoundly negative develop-

ment.&
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